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Pura BelprÃ© Honor BookALA Notable Children&apos;s BookJunior Library Guild SelectionÂ Bank

Street Best Children&apos;s Book of the YearJuan Garcia Esquivel was born in Mexico and grew

up to the sounds of mariachi bands. He loved music and became a musical explorer. Defying

convention, he created music that made people laugh and planted images in their minds.

Juan&apos;s space-age lounge music--popular in the fifties and sixties--has found a new generation

of listeners. And Duncan Tonatiuh&apos;s fresh and quirky illustrations bring Esquivel&apos;s spirit

to life.
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Gr 2â€“6â€”Much as Juan GarcÃa Esquivel (1918â€“2002) made a great contribution to music

history, this title is an important addition to music biography collections. Beginning with Tampico,

Mexico, the text and illustrations work together to showcase how a world filled with sound influenced

and inspired a young Esquivel and continued to do so throughout his life. Esquivel is shown

listening to "whirling" mariachi bands, modifying a player piano to suit his own compositions,

experimenting with unusual instruments like the theremin, and conducting musicians in unique and

unprecedented ways. The text explores how Esquivel's love of sound led to new ways of making



music, most notably in his pioneering of stereo sound and lounge music. Tonatiuh's illustrations are

lively and colorfulâ€”a perfect match for Esquivel's personality and work. Occasional blocks of text

make this title best suited for upper elementary students. Back matter includes an author's note

expanding on Esquivel's influence and an illustrator's note on how the art was created. VERDICT A

beautiful addition to music biography collections for upper elementary students.â€”Shannan Hicks,

J.S. Clark Elementary School Library, LA

Much as Juan GarcÃa Esquivel (1918â€“2002) made a great contribution to music history, this title

is an important addition to music biography collections. Beginning with Tampico, Mexico, the text

and illustrations work together to showcase how a world filled with sound influenced and inspired a

young Esquivel and continued to do so throughout his life. Esquivel is shown listening to

â€œwhirlingâ€• mariachi bands, modifying a player piano to suit his own compositions, experimenting

with unusual instruments like the theremin, and conducting musicians in unique and unprecedented

ways. The text explores how Esquivelâ€™s love of sound led to new ways of making music, most

notably in his pioneering of stereo sound and lounge music. Tonatiuhâ€™s illustrations are lively and

colorfulâ€”-a perfect match for Esquivelâ€™s personality and work. Occasional blocks of text make

this title best suited for upper elementary students. Back matter includes an authorâ€™s note

expanding on Esquivelâ€™s influence and an illustratorâ€™s note on how the art was created. A

beautiful addition to music biography collections for upper elementary students.- School Library

Journal, starred reviewWood and Tonatiuh combine to tell the story of a musician and composer

kids have likely never heard of. At 6, Juan GarcÃa Esquivel figured out how to disable the paper

roll in his family's player piano, leaving him free to experiment and learn how to play the instrument

himself. This spirit of experimentation never left Juan, who went on to become a pioneer in a quirky,

innovative style of lounge music popular in the 1950s and '60s. Esquivel!, as he became known,

combined Latin rhythms, jazz, human voices, and unusual instruments in order to create unique

musical textures and effects. During his career, Juan became popular in both Mexico and the United

States, and he wrote many songs for TV shows and movies. The narrative presents the biographical

facts of Juan's life in an engaging and accessible manner. Young readers who have never before

heard of this musician may find their curiosity piqued. However, it is Tonatiuh's illustrations that truly

spark the imagination. Tonatiuh employs his signature style of Mixtec codex-influenced design,

combines it with playful tributes to the fashion and style of the 1960s, sprinkles in text blocks of

onomatopoeia that seem to vibrate on the page, and fills in the empty areas with a watery mix of

purples and blues that perfectly complements the spacey style expressed in the music. A lively



introduction to a somewhat obscure and profoundly innovative musical figure.- Kirkus ReviewsJuan

Garcia Esquivel created out-of-this-world sounds, and Wood (formerly VanHecke) and Tonatiuh

capture the fascinating story of Esquivel's musical talent in this picture-book biography. Esquivel

was a young boy in Tampico, Mexico, when he discovered his love for music. He taught himself to

play the piano, and before he knew it he was conducting orchestras and composing music. Esquivel

is revered for his innovative sounds that were said to transport listeners to other worlds. His music

was so popular that his fans donned him Esquivel!--with an exclamation point! Wood's story

provides insight to the making of a magnificent musician and incorporates enough sound effects

(wheedy-whee!, blap!, bowm-bowm!) to make Esquivel proud. Energetic collage illustrations

complement the text by allowing readers to see Esquivel's sounds and his love for music. Sibert

Award winner Tonatiuh (Funny Bones, 2015) draws in his well-known style inspired by the Mixtec

codex, where characters are represented in profile. Back matter includes an author's note with

supplementary information on Esquivel's life, an illustrator's note on the artwork, and additional

resources.- BooklistWood (Under the Freedom Tree) and Tonatiuh (Funny Bones) team up to

recount the life of Juan Garcia Esquivel (1918-2002), who grew up with music in Mexico, "where

whirling mariachi bands let out joyful yells as they stamped and strummed," and made it his life's

work as a bandleader and composer. Tonatiuh's Mexican-art-inspired collages translate smoothly to

the 1950s and '60s, when Esquivel was at the height of his creative output, creating lounge music

using newly developed stereo recording technology. Wood's straightforward narration moves

readers briskly through the musician's life, and her descriptions of the sounds he developed ("like a

crazy rocket ride zigzagging through outer space") should lead many of them to seek out recordings

of his work. It's a welcome tribute to an underrated figure in 20th century music. A

Spanish-language edition is available simultaneously.- Publishers WeeklyA kidâ€™s got to be

careful in admitting a taste for grandparentsâ€™ music. Mick Jagger is acceptable, and Aretha

Franklinâ€™s not too embarrassingâ€”and as Wood and Tonatiuh demonstrate in this picture-book

biography, being part of Juan Garcia Esquivel fandom could be insanely cool. An autodidact at the

piano, Esquivel had landed a modest piano gig on a Mexico City radio station by age fourteen and

led a radio orchestra by age seventeen. With a keen ear attuned to urban soundscapes, he played

fast and loose with popular Mexican tunes, lacing them with a kind of instrumental take on vocal

scat that made him a recording star in both Mexico and the United States. Wood describes not only

the quirkiness of his instrumentation but also how Esquivel arrived on the scene just in time to take

advantage of new recording techniques and stereophonic sound separation, and how he was able

to make a home in a range of sonic media, from Las Vegas stage shows, to television and movies,



and of course, vinyl. Thatâ€™s all well and good, but for kids who havenâ€™t heard Esquivel,

theyâ€™ll need more incentive, and Wood brings it. Her closing note focuses on the 1990s

resurgence of interest in Esquivelâ€™s recordings, which segues happily into the current

rediscovery of the pleasures of vinyl. Tonatiuh reprises the Maya-influenced style audiences may

recognize from Funny Bones: Posada and His Day of the Dead Calaveras (BCCB 10/15), but he

infuses its formality with some freewheeling text and swirling motif design suggestive of Sean

Qualls. The Resources page tosses in a couple of quotation credits and adult print references but

concentrates on websites of Esquivel interviews and YouTube performances virtually guaranteed to

secure the late orchestra leader a fresh following. Let the downloads begin.- BCCBGrowing up in

Mexico, Juan Garcia Esquivel got an earful of mariachi, but he wanted to create his own sound.

Self-taught and persistent, he was playing piano at a radio station at fourteen and leading an

orchestra for a radio comedy show at seventeen. His sound was so infectious that word traveled to

the United States; a record company invited him to New York, which led to international success.

Esquivel's rewardingly strange instrumentals and his innovations in stereo sound would come to

define mid-twentieth-century lounge music. There's not much personal information here--one must

turn to the author's note to learn that Esquivel died in 2002--but the story of his professional rise is

told with pep and a keen awareness of how to best explain Esquivel's skills to young readers

("When the radio comedian needed music for a skit about, say, a stout man walking his tiny poodle

down a busy city street, Juan had to imagine what that might sound like"). Illustrator Tonatiuh (The

Princess and the Warrior, rev. 9/16), once again working within the tradition of the fourteenth-and

fifteenth-century Mixtec codex, takes a fittingly offbeat approach to portraying the very modern

Esquivel, whose music, as Wood puts it, "sounded like a crazy rocket ride zigzagging through outer

space." Appended with source notes and lists of assorted resources.- The Horn Book Magazine

Wonderful book! I felt the magic of the story when I listened to his music too. Anyone who wants to

really appreciate the story, please also listen to his music. It is magical, mystical, fantastic! I have

become a fan of Esquivel the moment I listened to his music. The book itself has great illsutrations.

By the way, in my grad school, the book got the Honor Title award. I had bought it for my class in

Children's Literature where we needed to present it for an award. And it won! Wonderful book.

Appreciate the originality of the illustrations as well. PLus, it has many resources on the back to find

out more about the musician. For example, I learnt that in Boston, there is in fact an orchestra that

was founded only to play his music. What a wonderful tribute to such a great musician. Plus, in 75,

000 Starbucks locations around the world, they play his music. Now I know whose music is played



in those stores, something that I always wondered.

I found this book in the local library and had to buy it for my son who is a sound artist in Montreal.

How wonderful to find out about another talented Mexican. I always gravitate toward this artist as

well because of the Aztec suggestion in the work.

Read this aloud to your students, but first find a piece of Juan Esquivel's music on the Internet (so

easy) and play it for them. Give them a chance to get up and move to the amazing sounds he

created through his exploration of sonic frontiers. He changed music for a whole generation of

people in the 50's and 60's. If you are unfamiliar with his music, check it out and you will

immediately recognize the genre of music for which he was a pioneer.Read this aloud to your

students, but first find a piece of music for them to dance to AND then let them just look at the

photos in the book. Duncan Tonatiuh, one of my favorite illustrators, reveals the depth of the role

music played in Esquivel's life from childhood on. Students can begin to grasp this theme in the

book by looking carefully at the illustrations and discussing in small groups.Read this aloud to

students again (it's so well written that it's worth it) and ask them to listen and generate questions

they have. There are a lot of unfamiliar concepts in this book that students might want to research

further - player piano, old radio shows that required music, instruments like the "boobam,"

"stereophonics." This could serve as an anchor text to study the 1950's and 1960's - there are so

many cultural references in the book - in the text and the illustrations.Lots of potential for teaching

OR just independent or small group reading and exploration. This book is a great addition to a

growing genre of biographies about musicians like The Music in George's Head: George Gershwin

Creates Rhapsody in Blue (2016) and Trombone Shorty (Andrews, 2015).

Picture book biographies are becoming more common every year. Even better, they often focus on

individuals that are lesser known. I had never heard of Esquivel before picking up this book. The

trick with picture book biographies is including enough information to really be a biography, while

keeping the book an appropriate length for the book format and age range. This particular biography

not only provides a nice amount of information about it's subject, but it also does in text that has a

fun musical rhythm of its own, making it a fun read-a-loud. Tonatiuh's illustrations are delightfully

colorful and full of life, just like Esquivel's music. This is the sort of book that's perfect for music

teachers to read and share with their students, along with the real-life music. Books like this bring

their subjects to life in both text and illustration. Which is probably why this book just won a Pure



Belpre illustrator award for 2017. The additional resources at the end are great as well (including

links to videos of Esquivel's music).
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